
	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

Week 4 Bonus – Preparing Dried Beans and Grains 

Cooking with dried rather than canned beans does take more time, but the flavors 
and textures are so much better that the extra time is worth it. 

Here are the 4 easy steps to take to prepare dried beans so that you can use them in 
your recipes.   

1. Sort: Arrange dried beans on a sheet pan or clean kitchen towel and sort 
through them to pick out any shriveled or broken beans, stones or debris. 
(Take my word for it; running your fingers through the beans in the bag 
doesn't work the same.) 
 

2. Rinse: Rinse the sorted beans well in cold, running water. 
 

3. Soak: Soaking beans before cooking helps to remove some of those 
indigestible sugars that make them the “musical fruit!” Here are 2 methods 
 

a. Regular soak: Put beans into a large bowl and cover with 2 to 3 inches 
of cool, clean water. Set aside at room temperature for 8 hours or 
overnight; drain well. (If it's really warm in your kitchen, soak the beans 
in the refrigerator instead to avoid fermentation.) 
 

b. Quick soak: Put beans into a large pot and cover with 2 to 3 inches of 
cool, clean water. Bring to a boil then boil briskly for 2 to 3 minutes. 
Cover and set aside off of the heat for 1 hour; drain well. 
 

4. Cook: Put beans into a large pot and cover with 2 inches of water or stock. 
(Don't add salt at this point since that slows the beans' softening.) Slowly 
bring to a boil, skimming off any foam on the surface. Reduce heat, cover and 
simmer, stirring occasionally and adding more liquid if necessary, until beans 
are tender when mashed or pierced with a fork. Cooking times vary with the 
variety, age and size of beans; generally you're looking at about 1 to 2 hours. 

 

 

 

 



	  

	  

 

 

 

 

Bean Time 
Black Eyed Peas 
Kidney Beans, 
Navy Beans 

 
1 hour 

Black Beans 
White beans 
Chick Peas 

 
1-1/2 hours 

Lentils 35 to 45 minutes 
 

Test the beans a few minutes before they are supposed to be done and adjust the 
cooking time to suit your texture requirements.    Source:  Common knowledge and Whole Foods 

Cooking Grains   

Like legumes, grains are a good way to add fiber to your diet.  Brown rice, quinoa, 
and steel cut oats are all gluten free and provide vitamins and minerals as well. 

Preparing grains is simple on the stovetop, in the oven, or in a rice maker.  Here are 
the basic steps. 

1. Measure your grains 
2. Clean and rinse in cold water; strain 
3. Add to appropriate amount of water in a pot with a tight lid. 
4. Place on stove and bring to a boil over high heat. 
5. Reduce heat to very low, cover and simmer for recommended cooking time 
6. Fluff with a fork and serve. 
7. Store in the refrigerator or freezer 

Here are a few on my favorite grains.  

For 1 cup of grains Water Cook time after 
boil 

Brown rice – long grain 2 Cups 50 minutes 
Brown rice – short grain 2 cups 40 minutes 
Basmati rice  2 cups 45 minutes 
Quinoa    2 cups 20 minutes 
Wild rice 2-1/2 cups 1 hour 
Steel cut  3 cups 30 minutes 

 



	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

Check occasionally until fully cooked 

BPM TIP! Cook a double batch and store half in the refrigerator for up to 5 days.  You 
can easily reheat by sprinkling a little water or vegetable broth on top and warming 
on the stove or in the microwave. 

 


